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Iran tour (7 days)
Gaze at the dazzling jewels of one thousand and one night stories in national jewelry museum, admire the
Persian tile work in Sadabad / Golestan palace, delight in Iranian traditional music in Shiraz, unearth Old
Persian secrets in Persepolis, tread aside Zayanderood River and its glittering bridges, catch scent of the
highlights:
spices in Vakil Bazaar in Shiraz, sip tea on the slopes of snow peaked Damavand mountain in Tehran, marvel
at unrivalled Persian carpets in Tehran carpet museum, idle on gardens in Shiraz, Experience welcoming
Iranian hospitality
Salam and welcome to the land of mystery, contrast, history and hospitality.Take this trip to Iran to gain an insight to this country
and be prepared for longer trips.
Wonder at its fascinating and hospitable people, lofty mountains and gleaming desserts. Talk to people and see the extent of their
friendship.
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See Iran National museum and get amazed at its priceless pieces, spend your time in the
busiest Bazaar in Iran and maybe sip some tea in a nice tea-house. Discover the eye-catching
precious collection of Jewels of Iranian 2500 years of Monarchy in the Iran Jewels museum.
Fly to Shiraz in the morning and after the hotel check-in head to the Zand complex including
the castle, gardens and mosque to get a sense of Shiraz as a capital 250 years ago.
Drive to Persepolis and Necropolis (Naghshe Rostam) and Unearth the ruins of Persepolis as a
world heritage.
Drive to Isfahan. Get acquainted with the historic Royal square of Isfahan registered as a world
heritage. Visit picturesque Royal mosque, Sheikh-Lotfollah mosque and Aliqapoo palace. Taste
Iranian food at the cooking class hosted by a local family.
Ponder on the breathtaking Armenian Vank church In Isfahan and marvel around Isfahan
Armenian quarter, Jolfa. Stroll aside Isfahan river and admire the masters who built several
bridges over it through the history. This afternoon is at leisure.
Fly to Tehran. Free afternoon in Tehran.

Tehran
Days 7
Tehran

Welcome Iran!

Visit Golestan complex and its tiled and mirrored palaces and enjoy its fresh gardens.

